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Seventy-five adolescent members of a local church youth

organization completed Jourard's 40-item Self-Disclosure

Questionnaire. The subjects were assigned to three groups,

matched for degree of self-disclosure. A control group

filled out Green's Sentence Completion Blank. A second

group filled out the completion blank after listening to

popular music while reading printed lyrics. The third group

listened and also wrote a few sentences about the "meaning"

of the music. Two judges scored the sentence completion

blanks for self-disclosure. An analysis of variance of the

sentence completion scores was significant at the .05 level.

However, the Scheffe method revealed that only the latter

two groups' means differed significantly, in that the second

group increased in disclosure while the third group decreased

in self-disclosure. Several factors are discussed which may

account for the results.
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THE INFLUENCE OF POPULAR MUSIC ON

SELF-DISCLOSURE AMONG

ADOLESCENTS

Many human activities require persons to communicate

information about themselves to one another. Self-disclosure

is the term Jourard (1971b) has used to refer to this process

of making personal and private information available to

others. In contrast, non-disclosure (Pearce & Sharp, 1973)

or discretion (Cozby, 1973) refers to the common communi-

cation strategies by which persons inhibit disclosure.

Lying, concealment, and other defensive behaviors tend to

preclude self-disclosure.

The present study attempted to increase self-disclosing

behavior in adolescents as measured by a sentence-completion

technique. Current popular music was used as the independent

variable. If popular music is effectual in increasing self-

disclosure, it might be considered as an appropriate

therapeutic tool for use with adolescents. The use of pop-

ular music may promote freer communication with adolescents

about their personal problems and conflicts. This more

revealing communication could be beneficial to the various

forms of psychotherapy which seek to help the client by

getting him to talk about his difficulties.
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Adolescence

Although the characterization of adolescence as a

period of storm and stress may overstate the amount of tur-

bulence found among the normal adolescent population (Offer,

1975), this period of development does present unique prob-

lems. Adolescence is often spoken of in negative terms.

Parents tend to believe teenagers have unrealistically high

opinions of themselves while adolescents believe the aver-

age adult tends to depreciate teenagers (Hess & Goldblatt,

1969).

The turmoil, rebellion, and strong mood swings that are

sometimes found among adolescents are most likely attribut-

able to the extended transition period between puberty and

recognized maturity. Adolescence is actually a cultural

invention of Western society. No equivalent concept exists

in less-developed societies. Among primitive peoples there

usually exists a rather smooth transformation from childhood

to adulthood. Young people in these societies go through a

ceremonial adolescence which consists of "puberty rites"

that last at most a few weeks (Stone & Church, 1975). How-

ever, in modern civilizations, and especially in American

culture, there exists a lengthy period of time between the

onset of puberty and the assumption of adult responsibilities.

Powell (1971) has given two explanations for this. First,

prolonged educational requirements have kept young people

financially dependent upon parents, and this financial
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dependence also delays marriage. Secondly, a changing

economic situation has freed adolescents of the necessity

to work, and few jobs exist for the unskilled and uneducated

adolescents.

Self-Disclosure

The Jourard Self-Disclosure Questionnaire (JSDQ), first

developed by Jourard and Lasakow (1958), has been the most

widely used instrument for studying self-disclosure, Vari-

ations of the JSDQ have been developed and used since its

inception (Jourard, 1971a; Pederson & Higbee, 1968). The

original questionnaire consisted of 60 items pertaining to

six general content areas of personal information: atti-

tudes and opinions, tastes and interests, work (or studies),

money, personality, and body. The subject responded to each

item by indicating the extent to which he has revealed the

particular item information to various target persons.

Originally the target persons consisted of mother, father,

best same-sex friend, and best opposite-sex friend. Jourard

and his associates have studied the relationship of self-

disclosure to variables such as sex, race, age, nationality,

academic competence, and personality factors (Jourard, 1971a).

Although convergent and discriminant validity have been

found for the JSDQ (Halverson & Shore, 1969; Jourard, 1961;

Pederson & Higbee, 1968), the instrument has little predictive

validity as originally constructed. It does not predict actual
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disclosure to a stranger or to an experimenter (Peterson &

Breglio, 1968a; Vondracek, 1969a, 1969b). Social accessi-

bility, a seemingly similar construct, was found to be

unrelated to self-disclosure (Pederson & Higbee, 1968).

The instruments that were used to measure social accessi-

bility (Rickers-Ovsiankina, 1956; Rickers-Ovsiankina &

Kusmin, 1958) differed from the JSDQ in that they instructed

the subject to indicate what he would be willing to discuss.

Thus, to more accurately predict disclosing behavior, it may

be necessary to ask the subject how he expects to behave in

a given situation instead of asking him to recall past

behaviors. Jourard and Resnick (1970) modified the JSDQ and

found predictive validity for it when the subject is asked

what information he would be willing to disclose. Wilson

and Rappaport (1974) have also shown that expected self-

disclosure predicts actual disclosure better than a measure

of past self-disclosure.

At least three authors have advocated using behavioral

measures of self-disclosure (Allen, J. G., 1973; Cozby, 1973;
Vondracek, 1969a, 1969b) . Self-disclosure has been measured

in structured interviews which were rated by judges (Vondracek,

1969a, 1969b). Pederson and Breglio (1968a) also used judges

to measure disclosure to five personal questions. The

sentence-completion-blank is another technique that has been

used to measure actual self-disclosure (Jourard, 1971a; West

& Zingle, 1969),.
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Jourard (1959, 1971a, 1971b) has viewed self-disclosure

as a positive value and as a factor necessary for effective

counseling or psychotherapy. According to him, self-

disclosure is one of the means by which a healthy personality

is both achieved and maintained, He has further suggested

that individuals who seek counseling or psychotherapy do so

because they have not adequately disclosed themselves to

significant persons in their lives. Most psychotherapists,

regardless of their theoretical differences, place heavy

emphasis upon verbal communication of the client's thoughts,

feelings, attitudes, and behavior (Goldenberg, 1973; Truax &

Carkhoff, 1965). Therefore, high self-disclosure might be

positively related to psychological adjustment and nega-

tively related to disturbance. A few studies have tended to

confirm this assumption. Peres (1947) evaluated taped group

therapy sessions and reported that those participants who

viewed the sessions as beneficial tended to reveal more

about themselves than did those who did not view the ex-

perience as beneficial. Jaffee and Polansky (1962) found

that verbally accessible boys are not as delinquent-prone

as verbally inaccessible boys. The level of self-disclosure

among psychotherapy clients appears to predict constructive

personality change (Truax & Carkhoff, 1965). Neurotics

disclose less about themselves than do normals (Mayo, 1968).

Similarly, males who disclose more about their personality,
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health, and physical appearance tend to be more psychologi-

cally adjusted than others who were less willing to disclose

(Pederson & Breglio, 1968b).

The development of interpersonal skills and relation-

ships may also be related to self-disclosure. A positive

relationship was found between disclosure of nursing stu-

dents and their grades which were based partly on inter-

personal skills (Jourard, 1961). The readiness of Peace

Corps trainees to confide personal information was found to

contribute to their development of social relationships

(Halverson & Shore, 1969) . Similarly, a common finding

in the early stages of group therapy is that "self-

disclosure promotes 'universality' by increasing members'

awareness that their feelings and problems are not unique"

(Allen, J. G., 1972, p. 307).

However, the relationship between self-disclosure and

psychological adjustment is not uniformly positive. Several

studies have reported negative correlations, and of those

studies which have reported positive relationships, the

correlations have been below .50 (Cozby, 1973). In some

circumstances it may be self-defeating or maladaptive to be

self-disclosing (Persons & Marks, 1970). Jourard (1971a),

J. G. Allen (1973), and Cozby (1973) postulate a curvilinear

relationship between self-disclosure and psychological adjust-

ment. Adjusted individuals may exhibit high disclosure to a
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few significant others and medium disclosure to all other

persons in their social environment. A poorly adjusted in-

dividual perhaps uniformly dislcoses too little or too much

among virtually all of his social contacts. Cozby (1972)

has presented evidence to support this view. Psychothera-

pists and counselors, therefore, may need to determine which

clients are high disclosers and which are low disclosers.

Self-disclosing behavior might then be modified to reach a

more appropriate level. Self-disclosure can be modified,

for it is not a stable personality trait. Situational

factors play an important part in determining the extent and

type of information disclosed by an individual (Chelune,

1975; Chittick & Himelstein, 1967; Jourard & Resnick, 1970;

Wilson & Rappaport, 1974),

A few studies have explored self-disclosure among

adolescents. The JS Q has been modified for use with young

subjects (Jourard, 1971a; Mulcahy, 1973; Rivenback, 1971).

West and Zingle (1969) developed their own self-disclosure

questionnaire modeled after the J$UQ for use with adoles-

cents, and they reported their instrument to be significantly

correlated with actual disclosure to a sentence completion

blank.

The present study attempted to modify self-disclosing

behavior in adolescents as measured by a sentence completion

technique. Current popular music was used as an independent
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variable. Before describing the methodology, the histor-

ical basis for using music in therapy will be discussed,

and a rationale will be given for using popular music as a

therapeutic tool with adolescents.

Music in TherapZ

Since the dawn of civilization, music and the art of

healing have been affiliated disciplines. The importance

of music and the extent to which it has been used in each

society has been directly related to the particular socio-

cultural environment and philosophy of disease that pre-

vailed (Boxberger, 1963b). According to Radin (1948),

primitive cultures have heavily emphasized the use of music

in ritualistic, religious, and magical rites. Members of

these societies consider music to be a form of divine rev-

elation and, therefore, they hold strong beliefs in its

power over their lives, When an individual becomes ill, it

becomes necessary to select the appropriate healing song to

entice an evil spirit out of the victim's body. Music is

interpreted as a symbol of the priest-practitionerts power

in regard to his control of spirits and deities.

To many of the ancient Greek and Roman thinkers, dis-

ease represented a disharmony of the component elements

comprising man's physical and spiritual nature (Meinecke,

1948). Music served as a preventive medicine to keep mants

body in harmony. The ideal man was perfectly balanced in
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body and soul; the sick individual was unbalanced and

inferior. Music helped to bring man into a more perfect

balance (Boxberger, 1963a). The Greeks also used soothing

harp music to help control wild outbursts of the violently

mentally disturbed (Podolsky, 1954).

Religion, and particularly the Christian Church, af-

fected almost all phases of life during the Middle Ages

(Boxberger, 1963a). Disease was usually considered as pun-

ishment for an individual's sins. Music of this period was

used to assist in the propogation of the Christian faith,

It was carefully regulated by the Church, for it was feared

that heathen or profane music might have harmful effects

particularly upon impressionable young people. Also, a

strange disease known as tarantism affected a number of

people in southern Italy during the Middle Ages. The only

known cure was wild dancing and singing in the streets.

Sigerist (1948) has suggested that tarantism was a neurotic

disorder.

Science, literature, philosophy, and music repeatedly

intertwined during the Renaissance (Carapetyan, 1948).

Scientific inquiry into anatomy, biology, and medicine

precipitated empirical research into the practice of healing.

Music continued to be used in various medical practices, but

it was regarded more as an emotional factor which favored

resistance to illness (Boxberger, 1963b). Like the ancient
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helped create a happy state of mind which was considered

beneficial in the prevention of disease.

Because of discoveries in anatomy, surgery, bacteri-

ology, and biochemistry which have taken place since the

Renaissance, music and medicine have diverged into separate

disciplines (Boxberger, 1963a). Music is still used in

medical practices, but therapeutic uses of music have been

more critically examined. Music therapists have become

more involved in the fields of psychology and psychiatry

and have gradually left the field of general medicine.

Musical therapists today function in three major areas

of activity (Priestly, 1975). The first two areas involve

active participation of the patient in musical expression

and movement to music. A patient is urged to actively ex-

press himself using his voice in singing or by playing a

musical instrument. Movement to music involves dancing and

other types of physical exercise. Patients are encouraged

to improvise their own music and dance. The third major area

of musical therapy is the more passive listening to musical

compositions via live performances or phonographic recordings.

Frequently, listening sessions are followed by therapeutic

discussion periods. Probably, this is the most common means

by which music is used as a therapeutic tool.
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The effectiveness of music therapy, like many forms of

psychotherapy, is difficult to evaluate scientifically.

Much documentation exists concerning the efficacy of music

in therapy, but it is often difficult to determine what

amount of patient improvement is due solely to musical there

apy. Usually, music therapy is given along with numerous

other therapies, especially in institutional settings. Much

of the literature pertaining to music therapy consists of

anecdotes and subjective clinical observations (Lundin, 1967).

Farnsworth (1969) has commented:

The student who asks for proof of the medical worth

of music is offered little that he will recognize as

having scientific validity. More than likely he will

be fed anecdotes and legends. (p. 209)

Still, Farnsworth is optimistic:

The fact still remains, however, that there are

patients who are less apprehensive, less maniacal,

less difficult to handle, or less depressed after

sessions with music therapy. (p. 223)

Gaston (1957, 1968) has stressed the need for good basic

research in music therapy because of the poverty of scientif-

ically valid studies. Well-designed studies are beginning

to appear in the literature, however. How music actually

affects individuals and their behavior is beginning to be-

come known. It has been shown, for example, that music
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markedly affects the bodily processes. Blood pressure,

galvanic skin response, respiration, and body metabolism

can be affected by music (Farnsworth, 1969). However, the

subject's attitude toward the music may have a greater im-

pact on the individual than the music itself. The more

familiar a person is with the particular music used, the

greater the impact of the music upon the bodily processes

(Lundin, 1967). Some persons are so affected by certain

musical compositions, that listening to them leads to epi-

leptic fits (Farnsworth, 1969). Music can also differen-

tially affect responses to psychological tests, Greenberg

and Fisher (1971) found that musical stimuli significantly

influence responses to projective tests. They stated that

the music probably alters test-taking mood rather than

personality traits, It is also fairly well established that

music has beneficial effects on many types of work, espe-

cially for repetitive production work in factories (Farnsworth,

1969; Lundin, 1967).

Of particular interest for the present study are the

research findings concerning the influence of music on

communication. Music itself is a form of communication.

Gaston (1968) has stated that there "would be no music and

no need for it if it were possible to communicate verbally

that which is easily communicated musically" (p. 22). Sears

(1968) seems to view music as a means of expressing feelings
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not easily expressible otherwise when he says that "music

may speak where words fail" (p. 43),. Severely withdrawn

and verbally inacessible patients have been noted to

respond to music by tapping a foot, swaying the body, or

nodding the head (Altshuler, 1954). It has been suggested

that this type of behavior occurs because music is less

punitive, less threatening, and more subtle than verbal

communication (Altshuler, 1954; Gaston, 1968). Thus,

music is frequently used as a resocializing agent. It helps

promote comfortable and spontaneous personal interactions.

Group activities such as singing, instrumental combos, and

dancing can be used successfully in this manner (Priestly,

1975),

Several studies have reported the effectiveness of

using music to stimulate verbal communication. Dollins

(1957) successfully used background music to increase con-

versational activity of psychiatric patients. Similarly,

Summer (1958) found that music significantly increases the

frequency of verbal interactions in group psychotherapy.

Heckel, Wiggins, and Salzberg (1963) reported that music

played at a rapid tempo increases the rate of speech.

Preuter and Mezzano (1973) used "soothing" music in coun-

seling sessions and found it produced more counselor-client

interaction than did "stimulating" music. Soothing music

also tended to elicit more affective interaction. Music has
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hallucinatory responses among geriatric patients (Boxberger

& Cotter, 1968; Griffin, Cotter, & Kurz, 1958). A couple

of studies were unable to alter verbal activity signifi-

cantly by the use of music (Bonny, Cistrunk, Makuch, Stevens,

& Tally, 1965; Traub, 1969). Music is often used as a

stimulus to promote discussion about its meaning and asso-

ciational value for the individual (Butler, 1966; Cooke, 1969;

Illing, 1952; Priestly, 1975).

Popular Music as a Thera eutic Tool

Although music can markedly affect bodily processes

and stimulate certain behaviors, the extent to which it is

effective is related to the subject's emotional attachment

and general liking for the music used (Farnsworth, 1969;

Lundin, 1967).o Thus, it would seem, to effectively use

music as a therapeutic tool with adolescents one should use

that music most commonly available and associated with this

age group. Current popular music would seem to be the most

appropriate music to use with adolescents.

Today's current popular music is in many ways radi-

cally different from its evolutionary ancestors. Popular

music from 1900 to 1950 was effectively controlled by a

small number of music publishing firms in New York City

which were known as Tin Pan Alley (Gillett, 1972). The vast

majority of the songs of this era dealt with the stages of
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courtship (Peterson & Berger, 1972). Popular songs were

notorious for their single-minded devotion to "moon and

June" lyrics to the virtual exclusion of all other topics

(Hirsch, 1971) . Apparently, because of the oligopolistic

control of popular music by a few companies, there existed

no incentive for merchandising controversial songs. It was

much more profitable to sell music that was accepted by a

mass audience. There were sidestreams of music that dev-

iated somewhat, but these were disseminated primarily by

live performances or by small independent record firms.

Blues, jazz, country and western, and gospel music appealed

primarily to cultists and minorities. When attempts were

made to transcend these forms of music into the mainstream,

they rarely survived publication and radio air play without

drastic alterations. The Big Band type of music, which was

popular with the white middle-class, was to some extent a

"highly-refined, quasi-classical jazz" (Mooney, 1972, p. 183).

Conditions during the second half of the twentieth

century, however, promoted drastic innovations within pop-

ular music. Changes in technology, industry structure, and

marketing were accompanied by changes in the music. As the

popularity of television grew, the radio industry was forced

to make alterations or face possible extinction. Therefore,

many radio stations relinquished their network affiliations

and instituted single-program formats such as all news, all
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top 40, all country and western, etc.. Adolescents were thus

provided a medium of their own (Hirsch, 1971; Peterson &

Berger, 1972). In addition, young people of the 1950's and

1960's were more affluent than previous generations. They

had more money to spend, and they spent much of it on music.

This created a tremendous impact upon the music industry

(Gillett, 1972). Today, teenagers purchase more phonograph

records than any other age group (Cole, 1971). Popular

music changed to address this new audience,

Prior to 1950, roughly 90 percent of all popular songs

dealt with various aspects of the love cycle, and the lyrics

were highly romantic and idealistic (Peterson & Berger, 1972).

After 1950, an influx of songs appeared which dealt with teen-

age problems, and their lyrics were more realistic and less

romantic (Carey, 1969; Cohn, 1970). The outstanding trend

in American popular music according to Mooney (1972) was

"a rejection of prettiness, overrefinement, academic

orchestration and lyrics, smoothness, even subtlety" (p. 196).

New and independent record companies and publishing firms in-

creased competition for the older established industry

leaders, These smaller companies promoted rhythm and blues,

a precursor of rock and roll. This music was composed and

performed primarily by Black artists (Gillett, 1972). Inde-

pendent companies were willing to risk promoting this music

and its more daring lyrics which exposed the previously
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taboo topics of sex, race, drugs, and social class. Music

lyrics increasingly questioned cultural norms and criti-

cized conventional values (Hirsch, 1971).

Contemporary music has been condemned for its alleged

advocacy of less-restricted sexual activity, its rejection

of authority, and for promoting drug use (Gillett, 1972;

Harmon, 1972). It has been characterized as a means of

brainwashing young people with its "blatant drug-culture

propaganda" (Agnew, 1972, p. 308). Others have viewed the

music as a powerful means by which to change the political

consciousness of the listener (Allen, G., 1972; Gleason,

1972). Probably, music can be influential in these respects,

but it more likely reflects and reinforces moods and atti-

tudes already in existence (Harmon, 1972). Twenty-five

centuries ago Plato warned that as the modes of music change,

the fundamental laws of the state always change with them

(Fox & Williams, 1974). But is the music responsible for

changing the political and cultural environment, or do his-

torical circumstances promote change in the modes of music?

In any case, most young people are attracted more to popular

music by its overall sound or by the performing group, than

by the verbal content (Robinson & Hirsch, 1972). Systematic

social research has thus far failed to demonstrate any effects

of popular song lyrics upon the listener (Hirsch, 1971).

Each listener does not necessarily perceive what another hears
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in a piece of music. He builds his own chain of asso-

ciations and perceptions (Harmon, 1972). The prevalent

belief that today's popular music has a strong liberal or

leftist orientation probably should be rejected. The most

accessible and widespread style of music, current popular

hits, tends to have a conservative bias (Fox & Williams,

1974).

Why use popular music as a therapeutic tool with ado-

lescents? Although it may create nothing new in the

listener, it may possess the capability of setting into

motion associational processes within the individual. The

"message" of popular lyrics is often obscure, and there may

be little or no consensus among young people what a song

"means" (Hirsch, 1971). Still, music seems to be important

for many young people, and it may be an effective tool for

stimulating verbal and social interaction, Some individuals

may use the music's loudness as an excuse not to communicate,

but if used properly, it may be a door to a meaningful ex-

change of ideas (Brooks, 1973),.

Contemporary music lyrics have been noted to deal with

adolescent problems and conflicts (Carey, 1969; Fox &

Williams, 1974; Freudenberger, 1968; Peterson & Berger,

1972; Santiago, 1969; Schiff & Frances, 1974). Although

contemporary songs can mean different things to different

people, their associational value may induce feelings and
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thoughts which can then be discussed. To stimulate con-

versation among young persons, popular music has been

used in this manner (Brooks, 1973; Caplan, 1965; Cooke,

1969; Peterson, 1973; Ragland & Apprey, 1974; Santiago,

1969; Schiff & Frances, 1974). Schiff and Frances (1974)

reported that using music in this way offers several ad-

vantages. Rapport seems to be established easily and

rapidly. The music tends to present life's difficulties

in a direct, evocative, but relatively nonthreatening

manner. Music can be used to stress the importance of

nonverbal communication. In addition, by observing different

interpretations, the participants may come to appreciate

that a given event can be viewed from many perspectives.

Therapeutic discussions of this type would necessitate

individual self-disclosure among the participants. Self-

disclosure, defined previously, is the process of making

personal and private information available to others. Can

popular music be used as a therapeutic tool to enhance

disclosing behavior among adolescents? The present study

attempted to find out. It was hypothesized that:

l. Adolescents who listen to a recording of several

contemporary popular songs, and who are encouraged to

concentrate on the lyrics, will disclose more about them-

selves than will a control group of subjects who are not

exposed to the music and lyrics.
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2. The greatest amount of self-disclosure will

be obtained from those adolescents who compose a short

paragraph concerning their associations to the music after

listening to the music while concentrating on the printed

lyrics.

Method

Subje at s

Ninety adolescent members of a local United Methodist

youth organization were invited to participate in the study.

All who volunteered to participate were asked to complete

a self-disclosure questionnaire. Of the 90 subjects, 15

individuals either improperly completed the questionnaire

or failed to put their names on it. The 75 adolescents who

properly completed the questionnaire were retained as subjects

in the study. These subjects ranged in age from 13 to 18

years, with a mean age of 15.13 years. All of the subjects

were Caucasian, and 64% were female.

Instruments lAd Apparatus

The instruments used in the study were Jourard's (1971a)

40-item Self-Disolosure Questionnaire and Green's (Jourard,

1971a) Sentence Completion Blank for Measuring Self-

Disclosure.

The stereophonic equipment used in the study consisted

of two Realistic MC-1000 speakers, a Realistic SA-700 stereo

amplifier, an Allied 1188 eight-track stereo tape deck, one
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Recoton Corporation eight-track recording tape, and

appropriate connecting cables and speaker wires.

Procedure

The study was conducted in two phases. All subjects

participated in the first phase which consisted of the

administration of the self-disclosure questionnaire (see

Appendix A). This administration took place in one session

prior to a scheduled group meeting of the Methodist youth.

The subjects were not informed of the actual purpose of the

study, but were told the research was being conducted to

explore self-disclosure in their age group. In addition to

the questionnaire, each subject was instructed to indicate on

a scale how much he or she likes current popular music (see

Appendix B).

After a distribution of the self-disclosure scores of

the 75 subjects was made, those subjects scoring above the

75th percentile of this distribution were eliminated from

further participation in the study, Of 75 subjects, 17 were

eliminated and designated as high disclosers. These subjects

were eliminated from further participation because prior

research suggests that those subjects who are already high

disclosers would most likely not be amenable to, nor benefit

from, attempts to increase their disclosure (Cozby, 1972).

The remaining 58 subjects were each assigned to one of

three groups. The subjects were assigned so that the
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groups were matched for self-disclosure. In addition, the

groups were similar in distributions of age, sex, and

personal appeal for popular music. Of these 58 subjects,

17 could not be contacted or were unavailable to participate

in the second phase of the study. Thus, 41 subjects were

available to participate in the final phase of the study.

Although each subject was required to attend only one

further session, twelve separate sessions had to be sched-

uled to accomodate the 41 subjects. The treatments for the

three groups varied as follows:

Group A - Control. This was the control group of subjects.

They were given the sentence completion blank to fill out (see

Appendix C). The printed directions were read aloud to the

subjects. Of 20 subjects assigned to this group, 13 were

available to participate in this phase of the study.

Grou2B - Music. This experimental group was instructed

to listen to a 17-minute recording of four popular songs

(see Appendix E) . The subjects were also encouraged to read

and concentrate on printed lyric sheets as they listened to

the music (see Appendix F) . After the music finished, they

were asked to fill out the sentence completion blank as was

Group A. Of 19 subjects assigned to this group, 13 were

available to participate in this phase of the study.

GroaC- Music & Writing. This group was instructed to

listen to the same music recording and was encouraged to
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concentrate on the song lyrics as was Group B. In addition,

each subject was asked to write a few sentences, after the

music had finished, concerning any particular "meaning"

these songs might have had for him or her. The following

directions were read aloud to the subjects:

Now that you have listened to this music, I would

like you to write just a few sentences that tell me

what, if anything, these songs say or mean to you.

Some people find that particular songs seem to ex-

press well a persons thoughts, feelings, and

attitudes. I would like to know if these songs

say or mean anything to you. You do not need to

write more than one half of one page, and please

don't worry about spelling or other grammatical

errors.

After this compositional exercise, the sentence completion

blank was administered to these subjects. Of 19 subjects

assigned to this group, 15 were available to participate in

this phase of the study.

The sentence completion responses for all three groups

were submitted to two graduate student judges. They were

blind as to the purpose of the study and to the identity of

each subject. The judges were trained to rate sentence com-

pletion responses for self-disclosure according to prescribed

rules (see Appendix D). The judges inter-rater agreement
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was .89 over all 41 subjects. A composite score on each

item for the two judges was calculated by the Experimenter.

The total self-disclosure score for each subject was the

sum of the composite scores for the 20 sentence stems.

A one-way analysis of variance was employed to de-

termine if the experimental treatments had produced

significant differences in degree of self-disclosure among

the three groups. The Scheff6 method (McNemar, 1969) was

then used to evaluate the mean differences.

Results

The means and standard deviations of the sentence

completion scores for the three groups are presented in

Table 1.

Table 1

Sentence Completion Score Means

And Standard Deviations

Group M D

A - Control 125.7692 11.7155

B - Music 131.4615 10.1347

C - Music & Writing 117.0666 15.0757



As can be seen in Table 2, a significant F ratio was

obtained in the analysis of variance. This suggests that

the music may have influenced self-disclosure scores on

the sentence completion blanks.

Summary Table

Table 2

for Analysis of Variance

Source of Sum Degrees of Variance F

Variance Squares Freedom Estimate

Between-groups 1479.27 2 739.635 4.305*

Within-groups 6528.49 38 171.802

Total 8007.76

*Significant at the .05 level.
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However, as can be seen in Table 3, when the means are com-

pared using the Scheff' method, only the difference between

Groups B and C was found to be significant.

Table 3

Differences Among Means of Sentence

Completion Scores

Mb

Sa 125.7692 ... 5.6923 8.7026

M@131.4615 ... ... 14.3949*

OMO117.0666 ... ... ...

*Significant at the .05 level by Scheffe method.

According to the data, it would seem that the music used in

Group B did not promote more self-disclosure than that in

the Control Group A. Similarly, the music and compositional

exercise in Group C did not promote more self-disclosure than

that in Groups A or B. The only significant difference was

found comparing the means of Groups B and C.

Discussion

According to the first hypothesis, it was predicted that

popular music plus the encouragement to concentrate on the

music's lyrics would yield more self-disclosing behavior

among adolescents than would be evident in a control group

condition where no music nor lyrics were provided. Although
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the scores obtained on the sentence completion blank were in

the direction predicted, there was no significant difference.

This hypothesis was made on the assumption that the music

might induce feelings and thoughts which would set into

motion associational processes within the individual. It

was hypothesized that those subjects exposed to the music

would be more likely to disclose information about themselves

and their problems. The hypothesis was not confirmed.

According to the second hypothesis, an even greater

amount of self-disclosure was predicted among adolescents

who had listened to the music, concentrated on the lyrics,

and then composed a few sentences concerning the personal

meaning of the songs. However, the sentence completion

scores for these subjects were not significantly greater

than those of the control subjects. In fact, they were found

to be lower, and signifficantly lower than the scores obtained

by those subjects in Group B. This hypothesis was not con-

firmed.

It might be suggested that popular music does not in-

fluence the amount of self-disclosure among adolescents.

It also might be proposed that popular music may not be an

appropriate therapeutic tool for use with adolescents. But

severalfactors need to be considered before any conclusions

can be drawn from the present study.
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Although the particular songs used in the study were

chosen because their lyric content seemed to deal with

adolescent difficulties, the subjects may not have felt

that this was so. In future research, the lyric content

might be more carefully evaluated before determining which

particular songs to use. A popular music survey might more

accurately select lyrics that adolescents themselves necog-

nize as relevant to adolescent difficulties.

Two factors exist which may explain why the third

group of subjects, Group C, provided the least amount of

self-di'sdlosure, contrary to what was hypothesized. First,

since this group of subjects had to write a few sentences

regarding the music' s "meaning", their experimental session

lasted several mintttes longer than the sessions of Groups

A and B. Although these subjects spent no more than fif-

teen extra minutes in their session, it is possible that

fatigue may have influenced their self-disclosure scores.

Secondly, although great care was taken to distribute maled.

and females proportionately among the groups, more males

assigned to Group C were available to participate in the

second phase of the study than were available in the other

two groups. Previous research has shown that females tend

to be higher disclosers than males (Cozby, 1973). The extra

males may have reduced the self-disclosure in Group C.
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Another factor may have affected the results of the

study. Those subjects who were unavailable to participate

in the second phase of the study obtained significantly

lower scores on the original self-disclosure questionnaire

than did those who participated. Also, the subjects who

properly completed the original questionnaire, but who

failed to put their names on the instrument, provided sig-

nificantly lower self-disclosure scores than' did those who

did put their names on it. Thus, many low disclosers, who

may have been amenable to attempts to increase their dis-

closure, were excluded from the study.

So the question of the influence of popular music on

self-disclosure among adolescents may not have been ade-

quately answered in the present study. Whether or not

popular music can be used as a therapeutic tool with ado-

lescents should be the subject of further research.

A larger number of subjects would most likely be bene-

ficial in future research. Because of the limited number of

adolescents available for the present study, the influence

of popular music on self-disclosure may not have been prop-

erly measured. What effect this particular population and

denomination of church-attending young people had on the

study's results is not known. Possibly, a more random

sampling of adolescents would have produced different results.

Because these youths were all Caucasian and from predominantly
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middle and upper-middle class neighborhoods, the study

lacks generalizability to less affluent adolescents.

Future research with psychologically disturbed ado-

lescents might be a fruitful area to consider. Perhaps a

study might be designed in which the use of music in group

or individual therapy is contrasted with matched subjects

who are not exposed to music in their therapy. This would

likely get to the heart of the rationale behind the present

study, that popular music be used as a beneficial therapeutic

tool for adolescents,

Although numerous reports in the literature, mentioned

previously, have stated that popular music has been used

successfully in therapeutic efforts, none of those have been

adequately designed scientific studies. Similar to much of

the literature on music therapy, they have been anecdotal,

If popular music is to be used therapeutically, more well-

designed studies whould be forthcoming.
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Appendix A

Jourard' s 40-Item Self-Di solosure Questionnaire*

Name Aze Sex

Instructions

People differ in the extent to which they let other people
know them. We are seeking to investigate what people tell
others about themselves.

l. Below there is a list of 40 topics that pertain to you.
Read the topics carefully and make a check mark in Column A
for those topics that you have disclosed fully to somebody
in your life. If there is nobody to whom you have fully
revealed that aspect of your life, leave that space blank.

2. After you have completed the above procedure go back
through the list of topics and make a check mark in Column B
for those topics you would be willing to discuss fully with
a stranger. If you would be reluctant for any reason to
discuss a topic fully, leave that space blank.

Topics

Column Column
A B

1.

2.
- a.-

nsa 4.

6.
7.

10.
11.12.

The different kinds of play and recreation
I enjoy.
My smoking habits.
The best friendship I ever had.
The religious denomination to which I belong.
The number of children I want to have after
I am married.
Bad habits my mother or father have.
Times I have felt lonely.
The things in my past or present life about
which I am most ashamed.
What annoys me most in people.
What I am most afraid of.
Times I have been in the hospital.
How satisfied I am with different parts of
my body--legs, weight, height, etc..

*Adapted from Jourard (1971a).#
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Appendix A (Continued)

13.
14.

15.,

16.

17.

18.
19.

20.
21.
22.
23.

25.

26.
27.

28.

29.

30.

~32.

33.
34.
35.4

36.
37.

.38.o
39.

WON.

How often I usually go on dates.
The description of a person with whom I
have been or am in love.
How I would feel about marrying a person
of a different religion.
Whether or not I want to travel and see
the country.
Radio and television programs that interest
me.
What I dislike about making new friends.
My feelings about people who try to impress
me with their knowledge.
What I daydream about.
Good times I had in school.
My school grades.
How much I care about what others think of
me.
How often I have had sexual relations in
my life.
The kind of person with whom I would like
to have sexual experiences.
Why some people dislike me.
Whether I like doing things alone or in a
group.
My opinions about how capable and smart I
am compared to others around me.
Places where I have worked.
How I budget my money--the proportion that
goes for necessities, luxuries, etc..
What would bother mI, if anything, about
making a speech or giving a talk.
How important I think sex will be in making
my marriage a good one.
Things I liked about my home life.
Where my parents and grandparents came from.
Feelings about my adequacy in sexual behavior--
my ability to perform adequately in sexual
relationships.
My opinion on marrying for money.
Whether or not I think the federal govern-
ment should support persons who cannot find
work.
How I feel about new styles and fashions.
Whom I most admire.
The aspects of my personality that I dis-
like, worry about, or regard as a handicap
to me.
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Appendix B

Scale for Measuring the Personal Appeal

Of Current Popular Music

Although there are many different kinds of popular music,
we are interested in finding out how much you like the
current popular and rock music that you ' might hear on
top 40 and FM rock radio stations. Please circle the
number of the statement below that best describes your
interests.

l. I do not generally like much of the rock and popular
music that I have heard.

2. I like only a few of the rock and popular songs that
I have heard.

3. 1 like some of the rock and popular songs that I have
heard.

4. I like many of the rock and popular songs that I have
heard.

5. 1 am a great fan of rock and popular music and I enjoy
listening to it as often as I can,
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Appendix C

Green's Sentence Completion Blank For

Measuring Self -Disclosurew

Instructions

This sentence completion blank is designed to help gain an
understanding of your basic feelings concerning yourself and
your personal world. Please complete these sentences to
express your real feelings, trying to be as frank as possible
about matters which are personally important to you.

Try to do every sentence. Be sure to make a complete sentence.

1. Sometimes I
2. I can't
3. Sexual thoughts
4. I often wish
5. There have been t ies when
6. My biggest problem is
7. 1 secretly
8. I feel
9. Loneliness

10. I feel guilty
11. I have an emot onal need to
12. 1 regret
13 I hate
14. I am araid-
15. Iow
16# Ilalom b'Ielst- 'when -Il1 -7-
17, 1 am worst when
18. I need
19. 1 punish myself? ,
20. I am hurt when

*Adapted from Jourard (1971a).
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Self-Disclosure Scoring Procedure

For the Sentence Completion

Blank*

The Self-Disclosure Sentence Blank is an attempt to
standardize a method for scoring a subject's sentence com-
pletions for the degree to which he willingly reveals core
aspects of his private and personal world.

To score the subject's responses, the scorer assigns
each response a scale value from 1 to 5, depending on its
judged degree of revealingness (Level Five disclosures are
very revealing; those of Level One are evasive).

In order to minimize the tendency to score all responses
in light of the overall impression made by the subject, each
completion is to be scored independently of all others, ex-
cept when there is a clear reference to a previous disclosure.
When scoring a number of individuals, each stem should be
scored for all subjects before proceeding on to the next stem,
that is, all stems numbered 1 before going on to all stems
numbered 2, etc.. If, while scoring a particular stem, the
scorer should find a response which, in and of itself, makes
little sense, the immediately preceding completions should
be re-read to see whether or not the subject is continuing
a train of thought from a previous disclosure. For example,
if a completion number 4 should read, "I often wish...and
pray they didn't," it would make little sense, as it stands
alone. But if this subject's completion number 3 is found
to read, "Sexual thoughts...possess me all the time and make
me guilty," then completion number 4 gains meaning and re-
vealingness when viewed as a continuation of this previous
disclosure.

The scorer may find on occasion that despite his best
efforts, he cannot decide at which of two levels a response
best fits. In order to achieve some consistency in such cases,
the response should be scored at the higher level of self-
disclosure.

The Five Scoring Levels

The question to be kept in mind is this: How much does
this disclosure, taken alone, and at face value, contribute
to an understanding of this person's private and personal
world? Or, to shift the emphasis slightly, how willing has
this person been to allow the examiner to know him as he sees
himself?

*Adapted from Jourard (1971a).
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Appendix D (Continued)

Level Five: He reveals basic feelings and emotions of a
personally relevant nature about a central aspect of his
private and personal life. There is no attempt to present
himself in a socially desirable manner. Facades are absent.
Statements concerning his self-image, his approach to funda-
mental interpersonal relationships, sexual conflicts, severe
family problems, and strong feelings of personal confusion
are likely to be scored at this level.

Level Four: He expresses feelings and emotions of "secon-
dary" importance and/or of a less personal nature than at
Level Five. The focus remains, however, on internal ex-
perience which seems of direct relevance to the person's
personal life. He does not necessarily present himself in
socially favorable terms. He seems to be honestly trying to
express himself about important aspects of his subjective
world, but is unwilling or unable to reach the degree of
openness expressed at Level Five.

Level Three: He reveals important facts and/or details of
an external" nature. The focus of attention is generally
not on his subjective inner experience, but rather on people
and events in the world outside of himself, things happening
to him, and things which he does. Some guardedness may be
apparent, and personal statements of a socially undesirable
nature tend to be avoided.

Level Two: He discloses facts and/or details of "secondary"
importance and of an "external" nature. His point of ref-
erence is clearly the external world, and he may speak as a
detached, nominally interested external observer. Guarded-
ness is often apparent, and socially undesirable statements
are almost nonexistent. Level Two statements help give the
examiner very little, if any, understanding of the subject's
personal and private world.

Level One: Essentially neutral, meaningless, or grossly
evasive material is offered at this level. Omissions are
scored at this level, as well as stereotyped answers, cliches,
catch phrases, etc.. The subject represents himself as having
no real problems. Statements at this level give the examiner
no understanding of the subject's personal or Public life.
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Appendix E

Popular Songs Used in the Study

1. "Cat's in the Cradle" by Sandy and Harry Chapin.

Performed by Harry Chapin on Elektra Records 7E 1012:

"Harry Chapin: Verities & Balderdash".

2. "The Real Me" by Peter Townshend. Performed by The Who

on MCA Records MCA2-10004: "Quadrophenia".

3. "At Seventeen" by Janis Ian. Performed by Janis Ian on

Columbia Records PC 33394: "Janis Ian, Between the Lines"

4, "Born to Run" by Bruce Springsteen. Performed by Bruce

Springsteen on Columbia Records PC 33795: "Born to Run".
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Appendix F

Lyrics of the Songs Used in the Study

"Cat's in the Cradle"

My child arrived just the other day.
He came to the world in the usual way.
But there were planes to catch and bills to pay.
He learned to walk while I was away.
And he was talkin' fore I knew it, and as he grew
He'd say "I'm gonna be like you, dad,
You know I'm gonna be like you."

CHORUS: And the cat's in the cradle and the silver spoon
Little boy blue and the man on the moon.
"Vhen you coming' home dad?"
"I dontt know when, but we'll get together then.
You know we'll have a good time then."

My son truned ten just the other day.
He said "Thanks for the ball, dad, come on let's play.
Can you teach me to throw'?" I said "Not today
I got a lot to do." He said "That's 0. K."
And he walked away but his smile never dimmed,
And said "I'm gonna be like him, yeah,
You know I'm gonna be like him."

Well he came from college just the other day
So much like a man I just had to say
"Son, I'm proud of you can you sit for awhile?"
He shook his head and said with a smile
"%Sat I'd really like dad is to borrow the car keys.
See you later. Can I have them please?"

I've long since retired. My sonts moved away.
I called him up just the other day.
I said "I'd like to see you if you don't mind."
He said "I'd like to dad if I can find the time.
You see my new job's a hassle and the kids have the flu
But it's sure nice talking to you, dad
It's been sure nice talking to you."

And as I hung up the phone it occurred to me--
He'd grown up just like me.
My boy was just like me.

(1974 Story Songs, Ltd.
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Appendix F (Continued)

"The Real Me"

I went back to the doctor
To get another shrink.
I have to tell him about my weekend,
But he never betrays what he thinks.

Can you see the real me, doctor?

I went back to my mother
I said "I'm crazy me, help me."
She said, "I know how it feels son,
'Coz it runs in the family."

Can you see the real me mother?

The cracks between the paving stones
Look like rivers of flowing veins.
Strange people who know me
Peeping from behind every window pane.
The girl I used to love
Lives in this yellow house.
Yesterday she passed me by,
She doesn't want to know me now.

Can you see the real me, can you?

I ended up with the preacher,
Full of lies and hate,
I seemed to scare him a little
So he showed me to the golden gate.

Can you see the real me preacher?
Can you see the real me doctor?
Can you see the real me mother?
Can you see the real me me me me me me
me me me me me

1973 Fabulous Music, Ltd.
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"At Seventeen"

I learned the truth at seventeen
That love was meant for beauty queens
and high school girls with clear-skinned smiles
who married young, and then retired
The valentines I never knew
The Friday night charades of youth
were spent on one more beautiful
At seventeen, I learned the truth

And those of us with ravaged faces
lacking in the social graces
desperately remained at home
inventing lovers on the 'phone
who called to say 'Come dance with met
and murmured vague obscenities
It isn't all it seems at seventeen

A brown-eyed girl in Hand-me-downs
whose name I never could pronounce
said 'Pity please the ones who serve
They only get what they deserve'
The rich-relationed hometown queen
marries into what she needs
A guarantee of company
and haven for the elderly

Remember those who win the game
lose the love they sought to gain
in debentures of quality
and dubious integrity
Their small-town eyes will gape at you
in dull surprise when payment due
exceeds accounts received at seventeen

To those of us who knew the pain
of valentines that never came
and those whose names were never called
when choosing sides for basketball
It was long ago, and far away
The world was younger than today
and dreams were all they gave for free
to ugly duckling girls like me
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Appendix F (Continued)

"At Seventeen' (Continued)

We play the game, and when we dare
to cheat ourselves at solitaire
inventing lovers on the 'phone
Repenting other lives unknown
that call and say 'Come dance with me'
and murmur vague obscenities
at ugly girls like me, at seventeen

1974 Mine Music/April Music, Inc.

"Born to Run"

In the day we sweat it out in the streets
of a runaway American dream

At night we ride through mansions of
glory in suicide machines

Sprung from cages out on Highway 9
Chrome wheeled, fuel injected
And steppin' out over the line
Baby this town rips the bones from your back
Itt s a death trap, it's a suicide rap
We gotta get out while we're young
'Cause tramps like us, baby we were born to run

Wendy, let me in, I wanna be your friend
I want to guard your dreams and visions
Just wrap your legs round these velvet rims
And strap your hands across my engines
Together we could break this trap
We'll run till we drop, baby we'll never go back
Will you walk with me out on the wire
'Cause baby I'm just a scared and lonely rider
But I gotta know how it feels
I want to know if your love is wild
Girl I want to know if love is real

Beyond the Palace hemi-powered drones scream down the
boulevard

The girls comb their hair in rear-view mirrors
And the boys try to look so hard
The amusement park rises bold and stark
Kids are huddled on the beach in a mist
I wanna die with you out on the streets tonight
In an everlasting kiss
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Appendix F (Continued)

"Born to Run" (Continued)

The highways jammed with broken heroes
On a last chance power drive
Everybody' s out on the run tonight
But there's no place left to hide
Together, Wendy we could live with the sadness
I'll love you with all the madness in my soul
Someday girl, I don't know when,

we're gonna get to that place
Where we really want to go
And we'll walk in the sun
But till then tramps like us
Baby we were born to run

0 1974 Laurel Canyon Music, Ltd.
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